Index of Cumulative Changes for 9.0

The index of cumulative changes includes features from these bundle documents:

- CS Bundle #1, Regulatory Release 2, 2007-2008, posted February 2007
- CS Bundle #4, Summer Bundle, posted August 2007
- CS Bundle #5, Regulatory Release 1, 2008-2009, posted November 2007
- CS Bundle #8, Regulatory Release 4, 2008-2009, posted June 2008
- CS Bundle #9, Summer Bundle, posted August 2008
- CS Bundle #10, Regulatory Release 1, 2009-2010, posted October 2008
- CS Bundle #11, Regulatory Release 2, 2009-2010 posted January 2009
- CS Bundle #12, Regulatory Release 3, 2009-2010 posted April 2009
- CS Bundle #13, Regulatory Release 4, 2009-2010 posted April 2009
- CS Bundle #15, Regulatory Release 1, 2009-2010 posted October 2009

- ACG and SMART grants
  - Bundle #1, processing, COD reporting, setting up, special cases
  - Bundle #2, COD reporting, data requests, Multiple Reporting Records
  - Bundle #3, COD reporting, disbursement, eligibility, equations, Financial Aid terms, NSLDS aggregates, Packaging
  - Bundle #4, aggregate level changes, Professional Judgment, re-evaluating
  - Bundle #5, Packaging, part-time students, Repackaging, Self Service
  - Bundle #6, Packaging updates
  - Bundle #7 and #8, Transfer Credit Information updates
  - Bundle #8, CIP codes
  - Bundle #10, HERA WI calculation correction
  - Bundle #11, fifth-year students and schema 3.0
  - Bundle #12, equation group, eligibility, HERA academic level calculation, NSLDS Data Push
- Aggregate aid limits
  - Bundle #9

- Aid Year Rollover
  - Bundle #8
  - Bundle #10

- Budgets
  - Bundle #11, housing codes
  - Bundle #12, specify cents at student level

- Campus-level security
  - Bundle #9

- CIP code verification
  - Bundle #8

- Common Origination and Disbursement (COD)
  - Bundle #11, XML schema
  - Bundle #13, Year Round Pell support

- Common Record CommonLine (CRC)
  - Bundle #2, 1.2.0 schema, Graduate Plus outbound data, disbursement outbound data

- CommonLine loans (CRC and CL4)
  - Bundle #7, CommonLine Hold/Release process, PLUS promissory note updates
  - Bundle #12, Origination process, Student Data link, PUT loans

- Direct Loans
  - Bundle #1, COD award data, setting up student eligibility
  - Bundle #3, Self Service Loan Counseling
  - Bundle #6, Direct Loan COD processing
  - Bundle #7, COD Year to Date Financial Aid report updates
  - Bundle #11, ECASLA loan limits, interest rate reduction, loan reports and phase-in
  - Bundle #15, latest MPN format

- DLSAS (Direct Loan School Account Summary)
  - Bundle #1, message classes for 2007-2008

- Do Not Use PKG Data Source
  - Bundle #8

- ECASLA
  - Bundle #11, loan limits
− Equation Engine
  − Bundle #3, documentation correction
− External Award processing
  − Bundle #10, error message 652 and SF External Award Feed process
− FA Term HERA Calculations
  − Bundle #8
− FAFSA Information page
  − Bundle #11
− Financial Aid defaults
  − Bundle #8
  − Bundle #13, enhanced Pell calculation options, Year Round Pell support
− Financial Aid Item Types
  − Bundle #7, Treatment of TEACH grant update
  − Bundle #13, Year Round Pell support
− FISAP (Fiscal Operations Report and Application to Participate)
  − Bundle #3, 2006-2007 reporting and 2007-2008 application, ACG/SMART in the FISAP report
  − Bundle #8, 2007-2008 reporting and 2008-2009 application
  − Bundle #13, 2008-2009 reporting and 2010-2011 application
− HERA calculations
  − Bundle #8, #10, #12
− H.R. 5715 legislation
  − Bundle #9
− INAS (Institutional Need Analysis System)
  − Bundle #1, IM regulatory updates for 2007-2008
  − Bundle #2, FM regulatory updates for 2007-2008IM regulatory updates for 2007-2008
  − Bundle #5, IM regulatory updates for 2008-2009
  − Bundle #6, IM regulatory updates for 2008-2009
  − Bundle #10, IM regulatory updates for 2009-2010
  − Bundle #12, FM regulatory updates for 2009-2010
  − Bundle #15, IM regulatory updates for 2010-2011
− ISIR (Institutional Student Information Records)
  − Bundle #1, page and data updates for 2007-2008
  − Bundle #5, regulatory updates for 2008-2009
- Bundle #6, 2008-2009 ISIR Correction and Signature files, and file layout
- Bundle #7, ISIR Comment Codes for Aid Year 2008-2009 updates
- Bundle #10, regulatory updates for 2009-2010
- Bundle #11, 2009-2010 ISIR Correction and Signature files, and file layout
- Bundle #15, regulatory updates for 2010-2011
- Interest rebate reduction
  - Bundle #11
- Lender selection
  - Bundle #9
- Need Access
  - Bundle #1, regulatory updates for 2007-2008
  - Bundle #5, regulatory updates for 2008-2009
- NSLDS (National Student Loan Data System)
  - Bundle #1, load process changes for 2007-2008
  - Bundle #6, NSLDS Transfer Monitoring and Financial Aid History files, and PX code
  - Bundle #10, ISIR regulatory updates for 2009-2010
  - Bundle #11, 2009-2010 Transfer Monitoring and Financial Aid History files, TEACH grant
  - Bundle #12, Data Push
- Packaging
  - Bundle #7, Notes on Mass Packaging Assign Process and FED_EFC Sort field
  - Bundle #13, Year Round Pell support
- Pell Awards
  - Bundle #1, schedule work-around for 2007-2008
  - Bundle #2, schedule support for 2007-2008
  - Bundle #6, elimination of tuition sensitivity provision, 2008-2009 schedules
  - Bundle #11, schedule support for 2009-2010
  - Bundle #13, enhanced Pell calculation options, Year Round Pell support
- Pell Payments
  - Bundle #2, COD regulatory updates for 2007-2008
  - Bundle #6, Pell COD processing for 2008-2009
  - Bundle #7, Pell Grant Payment and Disbursement Schedules for 2008-2009
  - Bundle #13, Year Round Pell support
  - Bundle #15, citizenship override
- Perkins
  - Bundle #15, newest MPN version

- PROFILE
  - Bundle #1, regulatory updates for 2007-2008
  - Bundle #5, regulatory updates for 2008-2009
  - Bundle #10, regulatory updates for 2009-2010
  - Bundle #15, regulatory updates for 2010-2011, PROFILE load changes

- Repackaging
  - Bundle #7, Offering New or Increased Awards Using Repackaging Increase Rule update
  - Bundle #13, Year Round Pell support

- RTIV (Return of Title IV)
  - Bundle #1, regulatory updates
  - Bundle #5, regulatory updates
  - Bundle #10, regulatory updates
  - Bundle #15, regulatory updates

- SAP (Satisfactory Academic Progress)
  - Bundle #3, documentation corrections, processing and maintaining, setting up
  - Bundle #9, two-year GPA test, transfer credit options, documentation upgrade
  - Bundle #13, icons and fields added to pages; ability to view or enter values up to 8 digits in some fields

- Security
  - Bundle #9

- Self Service
  - Bundle #9

- SMART Grant processing
  - see ACG and SMART grants

- Student Loans Company (SLC)
  - Bundle #8, Phase 1
  - Bundle #9, Phase 2
  - Bundle #11, inquiry pages for TFRA and disbursement reconciliation
  - Bundle #13, manual SSAC entry

- TEACH grant
  - Bundle #11, Bundle #12

- Transfer Credit processing
- Bundle #7, #8
- Verification
  - Bundle #1, regulatory updates for 2007
  - Bundle #2, Federal update target for 2007, regulatory updates for 2007
  - Bundle #6, regulatory updates for 2008
  - Bundle #11, regulatory updates for 2009
  - Bundle #12 FED Variance calculation
  - Bundle #13, FED Variance calculation